We consider optimization problems such as CLIQUE and TRAVELLING SALESPERSON and show that their true optimization versions yield a natural class of functions, Which we call OptP, with natural complete problems. The motivation for considering problems in this manner is that it gives rise to a hierarchy of problems and thus allows us to make finer distinctions on their complexity. For example, in our framework, TRAVELLING SALESPERSON is strictly harder than CLIQUE, and CLIQUE is strictly harder than BIN PACKING. We also relate OptP to the class of functions computable in polynomial time with an oracle for NP by showing that every pSAT function decomposes into an OptP problem followed by a polynomialtime computation
Introduction
Many important problems in computer science, such as CLIQUE, COLORING, and TRAVELLING SALESPER-SON, arise naturally as optimization problems. Instead of considering these problems as decision procedures, we study the complexity of the optimization problem itself, and we show that this idea yields a natural class of problems that we call OptP. An OptP function is computed by an NP machine that writes a *This work was partially funded by NSF grant BCR 85-03611
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In section 2 we show that natural problems such as TRAVELLING SALESPERSON, 0-I INTEGER LIN-EAR PROGRAMMING, and MAXIMUM SATISFYING ASSIGNMENT are complete for OptP, thus giving a precise characterization of their complexity. We also define subclasses of OptP by putting a bound on the number of bits used to express the value of a function. Then we show that MAXIMUM CNF SATISFIA-BILITY, CLIQUE, and COLORING are complete for the class of OptP functions whose values can be expressed with O(logn) bits. Although the OptP completeness proofs for many of these problems are straightforward extensions of their NP completeness proofs, the construction for COLORING requires stronger techniques and shows that the chromatic number of a graph actually contains more information than was previously known.
The motivation for considering the optimization version of problems is that it allows us to make finer distinctions on their complexity than is possible by considering them only as decision procedures. In section 4, we show that TRAVELLING SALESPERSON is strictly harder than CLIQUE in the sense that TSP is complete for OptP and CLIQUE cannot be complete for OptP unless P = NP. A similar result in this same framework is that CLIQUE is harder than BIN PACKING. It is not known how to bring out these distinctions for languages because the corresponding questions can be relativized.
A further result, discussed in section 3, is that any 69 function computable in polynomial time with an oracle for NP can be decomposed into an OptP function followed by a polynomial-time computation. The significance of this result is that the essential difficulty of a pSAT computation lies in evaluating a related OptP function; and thus the number of bits needed to express the answer of an OptP function corresponds to the number of NP questions needed to determine its value. Furthermore, every OptP complete function gives rise to a A~ complete language. An application of this result is that the inherent complexity of UNIQUELY OPTIMAL TRAVELLING SALESPERSON, as considered by Papadimitriou [Pa] , really comes from computing the length of the shortest tour. The uniqueness serves only to transform the problem to a decision procedure. Another and more natural way to make the TRAVELLING SALESPERSON problem complete for ~ is to ask the question, "Is the length of the optimal tour equivalent to 0 mod k?" It appears that our measure of the relative complexities of NP-complete problems, namely the number of NP queries needed to determine the optimal value, doesn't correlate with other methods. For example, KNAPSACK is complete for n °(1) queries but is solvable in pseudo polynomial time and hence is not strongly NP-complete [GJb] . On the other hand, BIN PACKING is strongly NP-complete but only needs O(loglogn) queries. Our classification also doesn't seem to correspond to approximation algorithms and worst-case performance ratios. For example, although TRAVELLING SALESPERSON and KNAPSACK are both OptP complete, TSP (without the triangle inequality) cannot be approximated to within any constant factor, while KNAPSACK has a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme.
Optimization Problems
In this section, we give the definitions of optimization problems and their corresponding reductions, and we show that several natural problems are complete for certain classes of optimization problems.
Definition An NP metric Turing Machine, N, is a non-deterministic polynomiaily time-bounded Turing machine such that every branch writes a binary number and accepts; and for z E E* we write optN(z) for the largest value (for a maximization problem) on any branch of N on input z. Definition A function f: E* ~ N is in OptP (optimization polynomial time) if there is an NP metric Turing machine N such that f(z) = opt N(z) for all z E E*. We say that f is in OptP[z(n)] if f E OptP and the length of f(z) in binary is bounded by z(Iz]) for all z E E*.
OptP is defined analogously to Valiant's [Va] class #P (sharp P). The value of a ~P function is defined to be the number of accepting paths of an NP machine, or equivalently, the sum of the values over all of the branches. Thus, it is natural to consider other associative operators, such as the max function. Although OptP is defined in terms of the max function, we could equally have used the rain function, and we will consider both maximization and minimization problems.
Many optimization problems fit naturally into this scheme. For example, problems such as finding the size of the maximum clique or the length of the shortest travelling salesperson tour in a graph can be computed by taking the maximum (or minimum) value over a set of feasible solutions that are definable by the branches of an NP machine.
The natural notion of reducibility between OptP problems is the metric reduction, which is essentially is a many-one reduction from one OptP function to another. Note that we need a many-one reduction in order to bring out distinctions such as saying that computing the size of the largest clique in a graph is harder than its decision procedure. If, for example, we considered Turing reducibility, then these two problems would be equivalent. And lastly, we note that metric reductions are closed under composition.
Definition Let f , g: E* --~ N. A metric reduction from f to g is a pair of polynomial-time computable functions (Ti,T2) where TI:E* ~ E* and Tz:E* x N -* N such that for all z E E* we have f(z) =
T2(z,g(T~(z))).
We are now ready to show, for "sufficiently nice" bounds z(n), that OptP[z(n)] has complete functions; in particular, OptP and OptP[O(log n)] have natural complete problems. For many problems, we can obtain a proof of their OptP completeness by a straightforward extension of their NP completeness construction. This is not true, however, for COLORING. Karp's [Ka] reduction for k-COLORING constructs a graph which is k-colorable if some boolean formula is satisfiable and (k + 1)-colorable if not. And similarly for the reduction to 3-COLORING: the graph that is obtained has chromatic number 3 or 4 [GJS,AHU]. Our construction shows that the chromatic number of a graph contains much more information than just the answer to a single yes/no NP question.
We first show that the universal function, UNIV.(.), is complete for OptP[z(n)] by a generic reduction. We say that a function z: N ~ N is smooth if z is nondecreasing and if the function 1" ~ I z(") is computable in polynomial time.
is metrically reducible to UNIVz.
• UNIVz (,) instance: N#z#0 k where N is an NP metric Turing machine.
output: UNIVz(,) simulates N(z) for k moves and outputs the same value; branches that do not halt within k steps have value 0.
Proof: Let f E OptPlz(n)], let N be an NP metric TM that computes f, and let N run in time p(n) for some polynomial p. Then, for z E E*, where Iz[ = n, reduce z to Tl(z) = N#z#(F("). By the definition of UNIVz, we have opt N (z) = opt UNIV, (Tx (z)), which gives us a metric reduction from N to UNIVz. [] Theorem I The following functions are complete for OptP under metric reductions.
• WEIGHTED SATISFIABILITY instance: CNF boolean formula ~ with (binary) weights on the clauses.
output:
The maximum weight of any assignment, where the weight of an assignment is the sum of the weights on the true clauses.
• TRAVELLING SALESPERSON instance: Weighted graph G. outpat: The length of the shortest travelling salesperson tour in G.
• MAXIMUM SATISFYING ASSIGNMENT instance: Boolean formula ~(zi .... , z,).
oetpet:
The lexicographically maximum zs...z, E {0, 1}" that satisfies ~.
• 0-I INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING instance: Integer matrix A and vectors B and U.
outpet:
The maximum value of CX over all 0-1 vectors X subject tq AX _< B.
• We now reduce the string z to the cnf formula
... (y.)'. Clearly, ~z is satisfiable, since any branch of UNIVn will give a valid computation; therefore, the optimal assignment to @x must satisfy ~x. This means that the maximum number of simultaneously satisfiable clauses in @z must be equal to the optimal value of UNIVn on z plus 2 2" times the number of clauses in ~=. That is, • MAXIMUM SATISFIABILITY instance: CNF formula io. output: The maximum number of simultaneously satisfiable clauses.
• CLIQUE instance: Graph G. output: The size of the largest clique in G.
• COLORING instance: Graph G. output: The chromatic number of G.
• LONGEST CYCLE instance: Graph G. output: The length of the longest cycle in G. 
Vn = {{i,j,k} l l _< i < i < k _< n} En = {(u,v)]u^v=¢}.
The key property of these graphs, as proved in [GJa] is that xs(Hn) = . and x4(H~) = 2.-4. 
It is straightforward to verify that if x(G) = k and if

Xk(H) = m then x(H[GI) = m. So, let Gn --Hn[G]
Applications to pSAT Computations
In this section, we consider functions and languages computable in polynomial time with an oracle for SATISFIABILITY, and we show that they are closely related to OptP functions.
Definition A function f: E* -~ N is in FP SAT if f is computable in polynomial time with an oracle for NP. We say that f is in FpSAT[z(n)] if f E FP SAT and f is computable using at most z(n) queries on inputs of length n.
Definition A language L C_ E* is in pSAT if L is decideable in polynomial time with an oracle for NP. We say that L is in pSAT[z(n)] if L E pSAT and L is computable using at most z(n) queries on inputs of length n.
First weshow that every function in FP SAT decomposes into-an OptP problem followed by a polynomialtime computation, thus: isolating the essential difficulty of pSAT computations. Since OptP functions are defined by NP machines, the difficulty in the proof is in showing that an NP machine with the max function is as powerful as a pSAT machine. An NP machine could guess the pSAT computation and could even verify the 'yes' answers, but it has no way of verifying the 'no' answers. We get around this difficulty by trying all possible sequences of oracle answers and taking the maximum sequence for which all of the 'yes' answers are correct. In this way, the output of the OptP function represents the true oracle answers in the pSAT computation.
Theorem $ Let z be smooth.
where g E OptP[z(n}] and h:E* x N --~ N is computable in polynomial time.
Proof: Let f e FpSAT[z(n)], and let M compute f, where A/r is a pSAT machine making z(n) queries on inputs of length n. Except for the answers to its queries to SAT, ~If's computation is in polynomial time; so, on input Izl = n, and given bl,... ,bz(,) E {0,1}, we can simulate M's computation in polynomial time, substituting bt ""bz(n) for the answers to Air's queries.
We construct N, an NP metric Turing machine as follows. On input I=1 = -, N first computes z(n) and then branches for each string in {0,1} z("). On branch bt .-.b=(,), N simulates M and constructs M's queries on this branch, say, tol .... , tOz(r,). Then N tries to guess satisfying assignments for each ~o~ such that b~ = I and ignores the toi's such that b~ = 0. If N successfully finds a satisfying assignment for each toi where b~ --1, then N outputs the value bl ... bz (,) as a binary integer on this branch; otherwise N outputs 0. 
P is a p-computable predicate.
We can apply theorem 3 to relate OptP to other complexity classes. For example, every OptP complete function gives rise to a A2 p complete language, and every OptP function that is hard for OptP [2] gives rise to a D r complete language.
Theorem 5 Let f be in OptP. If f is complete for OptP, tben tbere is a p-computable predicate P sucb tbat {z ] P(z,/(z))} is complete for A~.
If f is bard for
OptP[2 l, tben {z#k [ f(z) = k} is complete for D p.
If f is hard for
Proof." If f is complete for OptP, then P can simulate a A2 p machine by using the output of f to compute the machine's oracle answers. [] We conclude this section by giving natural complete languages for pSAT and pSAT[O(logn)]. Previously, the only known example of a complete language for pSAT was UNIQUELY OPTIMAL TRAVEL-LING SALESPERSON [Pal. We suggest that ODD MAXIMUM SATISFYING ASSIGNMENT be considered the canonical 2t~ complete language.
Theorem 6
The following languages are complete teor pSAT.
• {p(z, ..... z.)l z. = I in ~'s max sat assgn}
• {~#k [ max weight of p is equiv to 0 mod k}
• {G#k ] length of rain TSP tour in G is equiv to 0 mod k } Proof: Let L be a pSAT complete language, and let M be a pSAT machine accepting L. • {~@k [ max number of simul sat clauses in t~ is equiv to 0 mod k }
• {G#k I size of max clique in G is equiv to 0 mod k }
Separation Results
In this section, we consider the question of which classes of OptP functions are provably distinct under the assumption that P ~ NP. Clearly, if P = NP then all OptP functions are computable in polynomial time.
We would like to say, for example, that since TRAVELLING SALESPERSON is complete for FpSAT[n O(1)] and since CLIQUE is in FpSAT[O(logn) l, that TSP is strictly harder than GLIQUE. Unfortunately, there are oracles where these problems, considered as decision procedures, are equivalent. In fact, there is an oracle for which pSAT collapses to just pSAT [I] . On the other hand, the corresponding question for the optimization versions of the same problems can be resolved. We can show directly that P ~ NP implies that n queries are strictly more powerful than O(logn) queries. This result shows that there can be no metric reduction from TSP to CLIQUE, and hence TSP is strictly harder than CLIQUE.
Then we show that P = NP by showing how to recognize SATISFIABILITY in polynomial time. Define the function f as: for a boolean formula ~(zl .... , z,), let f(~) = the lexicographically maximum string in {0, 1}" that satisfies ~, if p E SAT; otherwise 0, if ~ SAT. Then, f E OptP; so, by assumption, there is a pSAT machine, .M, that computes f and makes at most O(log n) queries. Then, to determine if p E SAT, simulate M(p) for all possible oracle answers. This gives a polynomial number of possible assignments, at least one of which must be a satisfying assignment if p E SAT. El
We can also prove a more general separation result: FpSAT[f(n)] is properly contained in FpSAT[g(n)] whenever f(n) < g(n) and f(n) < ~logn. We can use this result to show that CLIQUE is harder than BIN PACKING. Karmarkar and Karp [KK] showed that BIN PACKING can be approximated in polynomial time within an additive constant of O(log 2 n). The exact optimal number of bins can then be found with only O(loglogn) queries to SAT, and so BIN PACKING+is in FpSAT[O(loglogn) To test for satisfiability, let ~(zt,...,zn) be a boolean formula of length n. Simulate M(~) for all possible oracle answers; we can do this because f(n) < logn. Then, we can write zl,...,za(n) as a function of Yx,..., Y f(,), the oracle answers for M(~). Express this relation, T (zl,..., za(n ), Yl, .. . , YI(,) ), as a truth table of size < g(n) . 2 f(") • logn _< n. Rewrite ~ as 7~ ~ = ~ ^ T with the variables in the order Yi,. • • ,Yf(,), zg(,~)+l,..., zn, zl,..., za(,~ ) , and say that Yl,..., Yy(n) are independent and that zl,..., za (,, ) are dependent. Then, ~ is satisfiable if and only if ~' is satisfiable. And since f(n) < g(n), we have eliminated at least one independent variable in ~ by increasing the length of ~ by an additive amount of at most n.
We can repeat this process with input ~' to make a formula ~" of length 3n, and so on. Since we always eliminate at least one independent variable, we never need more than n iterations to remove all but f(n) of the independent variables. Then, we can try all possible values for the remaining f(n) independent variables. Since the formula never grows beyond size n 2, we can solve SAT in polynomial time. [] 
Discussion
In this paper, we considered the optimization version of problems, and we showed that this idea forms a natural class of functions with complete problems. We then showed that OptP functions captured the essential difficulty of pSAT computations, and lastly, we considered the question of which classes of OptP functions were provably harder than other classes. This work gives rise to several new open problems. First, are there other associative operators besides the max and plus functions that define interesting classes of problems when applied to the branchs of an NP machine? Considering the exclusive or operator, for example, PARITY SAT, the set of boolean formulas with an even number of satisfying assignments, is the canonical complete problem. Valiant and Vazirani [VV] show that PARITY SAT is hard for both NP and coNP under randomized reductions, and they ask where in the polynomial-time hierarchy it lies. Also, we could define a hierarchy of functions based on alternating max and min functions (or other functions), for which OptP is the base case. Are there natural problems complete in such a hierarchy?
Another problem is improving the separation resuits in section 4. Theorem 9 breaks down for/(n) > log n due to reasons of Kolmogorov complexity. Is it true that P # NP implies that FpSATIf(n)] is properly contained in FpSAT[g(n) ] whenever ,f(n) < g(n), One more direction to pursue is determining the precise complexity of BIN PACKING. We know that BIN PACKING is in FpSAT[O(Iog log n)] and is hard for FpSAT [I] . The precise complexity of BIN PACKING, however, is not known. And finally, we would like to see other functions z(n) besides n and log n for which FpSAT[z(n) ] has complete problems: BIN PACKING is a possibility.
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